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Blythe Bridge High School & Sixth Form GCSE Dance Students
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FGB
ON BEHALF OF THE GOVERNING BODY
AN OUTSTANDING ‘WHOLE TEAM’ RESPONSE to COVID-19
At the spring virtual full governing body meeting members expressed a huge thank
you to students, parents/carers, Mrs Johnson and staff who have all worked
successfully together throughout the last demanding and challenging year. You
have supported each other throughout and when necessary have been flexible and
adapted to other roles. For example, students have adapted to virtual learning and
parents/carers to the role of teaching assistants keeping their children engaged!
Teachers adapting to expert virtual teaching and online quality parent evenings
ensuring students and parents/carers are updated on progress.
During the period of face to face teaching the timetable was adapted by the senior
leadership team to a two week timetable which ensured that our excellent broad
and ambitious curriculum was maintained for all students and allowed zoned areas,
year bubbles, staggered starts, lunch breaks and ends to support safety and social
distancing.
Throughout this difficult period we thank Mrs Johnson and staff for the excellent
Weekly Round-up newsletters which keep us all informed of activities, fund raising
events, enrichments etc reflecting the school’s ethos – Pride, Respect and
Kindness.
While all this has been going on, governors have met virtually with Mrs Johnson and
senior leaders working pro-actively to ensure compliancy and discussing
preparation for the return towards the period when COVID restrictions are
removed, starting with the recent return to school. As you all are now aware, the
Egerton Centre was adapted to an amazing lateral flow test centre with staff
adapting to the role of LFT administrators. You will have seen in the Weekly Roundup March 19th issue 23 the superb support staff who completed a phenomenal 3576
LFTs over the two week period! As Mrs Keeble reports this was only possible due to
the mature attitude and conduct of our students. We hope parents, carers and
guardians will now do their part in collecting LFT kits and ensuring home testing
continues until the end of the Easter holidays.

We echo Mrs Johnson’s comment about the starting up of many
clubs and other extra-curricular activities giving us the feeling
that Blythe Bridge High School is now edging towards some sort of
normality.
We are so proud of the whole school community and thank you
for your many comments and messages of support.
Mr J Boumford
Chair of the Governing Body
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Headteacher’s Welcome
As the spring terms draws to a close, we are all feeling more optimistic that life is
starting to cautiously return to normal. The weather certainly helps, and I hope
that all of our students and their families take time to enjoy the well deserved
Easter break.
As you will be aware from the Weekly Round-Up some of our clubs have already
started but after the break there will be even more on offer and I encourage every
student to look at the extra-curricular programme and take the chance to get back
to an activity that they enjoy or try out something new. I joined students in the
eco-garden yesterday and the enthusiasm was wonderful.
I would also like to take this opportunity to say a very fond farewell
to Mr A Wynne, who, after over 30 years, has made the decision to
retire. Over the years Mr A Wynne has led the science department,
been on the extended senior leadership team and inspired 1000’s of
students through his teaching and role as a form tutor. We will miss
him greatly and wish him a long, happy and healthy retirement.
Mrs R Johnson
Headteacher

Eco-school
Two of our senior prefects, Georgina and Tobias, focus their work on the
environment. Since returning to school, they have met with members of the
leadership team to discuss their ideas.
Tobias is taking a lead on a 'Use Me First' scheme. Initially, he determined the
power rating of all the makes and models of computers in school. Once launched,
staff will be asked that, where possible, the use of the more energy efficient
machines in the ICT suites is prioritised.
Georgina has been inspired by the environmentally friendly green roofs established
in many urban areas and has put together a proposal, with costings, to create our
own roof garden on the covered way using mosses and pollinating small plants.
We are extremely impressed with their ideas. Superb work.
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Culture & Ethos
Year 10 Prefect Nominations
As Head Prefects, we were so excited to be launching the Year 10 Prefect
Nomination System to elect our future Prefect Team. We were able to share our
experiences of being head prefects and the benefits of being part of this team in
one of the Year 10 assemblies at the start of this half term and it’s so exciting to
see all the prefect nominations that the Year 10’s have already received. You can
see these on the virtual Student Leadership Area on FROG that we have created
during the term. In this area, you can also enter competitions, meet the Student
Leadership Team, read about the vital leadership skills needed in order to become
a prefect and so much more!
Finally, the Senior Prefects for Careers have launched a competition all based on
DT! If you would like to enter or want to find more information, there is an
assignment on FROG or you can visit our virtual Student Leadership Area under the
“Culture and Ethos” tab. Good luck!

Photograph of the Year 11 Senior Prefect Team
Benjamin Walker and Ellie Rogers
Head Prefects
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Culture & Ethos
Virtual Storytime
During lockdown our Pride, Respect, Kindness team of students wanted to do
something kind for their younger peers and settled on recording a reading of their
favourite story from when they were little.
The first set of stories read by Joshua, Lily, William and Olivia were shared with
their former primary schools in March and the second set of stories, read by Emma,
Krrish and Ryan will be making their way to The William Amory, Forsbrook and Meir
Heath respectively later this week.
The Year 7 students involved did an absolutely amazing job, Joshua’s story choice
of ‘Dave’ by Sue Hendra really made us laugh. We received some lovely feedback,
the children absolutely loved watching and listening to the stories, and the staff
really enjoyed seeing a familiar face and shared how proud they were of their past
students.

Mr A Jackson
Progress Director for Transition
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Library
We are looking forward to welcoming all students back to the library this term.
While you have been away the library has been given a fresh new look with
exciting new projects for you to get involved in. Our new book booth will give you
a chance to share your thoughts on books you have read you tube style! Our Poet
Tree has been a huge success and displays some of our students creative work with
room for many more!
We also have a fantastic new range of books for you to get stuck into! We would
like to thank you all your kind donations over lockdown.
Mrs H Jones
Library Assistant
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English
World Book Day 2021
World Book Day 2021 had to, unfortunately, take a very different path to what the
English department would have liked. However, that did not stop staff and students
having fun and promoting the love of reading. With the increasing popularity of
TV’s, 'The Masked Singer', we thought it would be an exciting opportunity for staff
to read from behind a mask and created Blythe Bridge's very own 'The Masked
Reader'. Students then had the job of guessing who they think it was. With over 100
participants it was clear that the teachers had done a fantastic job at disguising
themselves, although Lucy H Y9 managed to score an impressive 16/17 – a huge
well done, Lucy!
Remember, each year group have their own recommended reading lists and reading
for at least 20 minutes every day will have a huge impact on your well-being and
success. Speak to your English teachers for further recommendations and begin
talking about what you are reading and sharing book titles to one another!
Mr W Baldwin
Teacher of English

Careers in English
On Monday March 1st, students in Years 7 and 8 were fortunate to have a live talk
on Teams as part of their English lesson.
Mark Brown, English leader for creative writing at Staffordshire University, gave an
enthusiastic and interesting talk about the value of studying English in which he
emphasised the many skills that students of English develop and the ways in which
these are relevant to the workplace.
He highlighted the range of careers that English graduates can progress to and the
ways in which skills developed through studying this subject are transferable.

At the end of the talk, students were able to ask questions which Mark took time to
answer thoughtfully in a way that students could understand.
The presentation was shared with other students in these year groups who did not
have English at the time of the talk
Many thanks to Mr Goodwin for organising this informative and exciting event.
Mrs F Townsend
Teacher of English
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Reading
What are members of our school community reading?
Check out some recommendations to inspire your reading repertoire:
Recommended by: Miss Marsden
What is the book about? The story is about Xiamora. It is
about being a teenager. It is about being of Dominican
descent and what is expected of her. It is about being a girl
in a world that favours the male. Mostly, it is about growing
up with these life conditions and trying to find your own
place and not the one that is expected of her.
What did you enjoy about it? I enjoyed that this novel was
written in an unusual form. I felt very emotional when I got
the end, not just because the story and the words
themselves were so beautiful but because I knew it was
going to make so many teens who felt like no one cares
about them or listens to them feel seen.
Recommended by: Chloe T, Year 9

What is the book about? Five teens are invited to a murdermystery evening at an old house. The prize for the one who
solves the puzzle is a valuable scholarship. They all want it, but
none of them expects to have to contend with the mysterious
Ringmaster.
What did you enjoy about it? I have enjoyed the twists and
turns. And the paths to mystery. There are lot of questions in my
mind, even though i have nearly finished the book. And lies and
truths that you need to uncover. if you like thriller, mystery you
will love this book!
Recommended by: Carter B, Year 8
What is the book about? Greg Heffley and his family hit the
road for a cross-country camping trip, ready for the
adventure of a lifetime. But things take an unexpected turn,
and they find themselves stranded at an campsite that’s not
exactly a summertime paradise. When the skies open up and
the water starts to rise, the Heffleys wonder if they can save
their vacation – or if they’re already in too deep.
What did you enjoy about it? It is a twister.
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Reading
Recommended by: Rory S, Year 7
What is the book about? Zach, Alice, and William enjoy playing
Pirates with each other. Then, there's a lot of paranormal
activity going on in the house, and the blame it on a doll called
Eleanor Kerchner.
What did you enjoy about it? I loved the spooky feel of the book.

The Power Of Language
‘A word after a word is power.’
Margaret Atwood.
Be honest with yourself, beyond the classroom, how do you view people who
cannot read or write? How many employers simply discard applications because of
poor writing?
How many of us judge the intelligence of others based on their ability to read and
write? The simple fact is that what we say, what we read and what we write all go
some way to showing the world our intelligence. And what do they all have in
common? The word - our vocabulary.
Nothing matters more than words. Our vocabulary allows us to interpret the world,
to express ourselves with greater clarity, to show confidence, insight and
perceptiveness. Words lie at the heart of everything we do. From a young age we
start to build our receptive language by identifying sounds and words spoken to us,
make links between them and develop an awareness of language and the world
around us. We are constantly learning new vocabulary incidentally from our
surroundings.
So, how can you improve your vocabulary?
Read widely;
Use a dictionary/thesaurus;
Understand the true meaning of words (look at a word's etymology);
Asking a parent or a teacher what a word they’ve used means that you don’t know;
Seeing the value in learning new words and understanding why it is important;
Learn a new word each day - and use it regularly or you will not remember it.
Miss J Marsden
Deputy Curriculum Leader of English
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Music
Christmas Showcase!
What a strange year this year has been. Sadly, we weren’t able to have a
Christmas Concert (my absolute favourite time of year!) or go carolling (who
doesn’t love a good sing song to O Come All Ye Faithful?!). But that didn’t stop
us from having a Christmas Showcase, stitching together videos of our amazing
musicians so that we were able to play music, albeit virtually, again – a screen
shot of which can be seen below. You can still view this on Frog > Subject Sites
> Music > Concerts > Christmas Showcase 2020 – you can also still see our last
Summer Concert there too!
Well done to all musicians who engaged with the Entrust digital lessons during
the latest lockdown period. We know it’s not the same but the hard work you
are putting in is recognised. All lessons have returned to face-to-face. If anyone
would like to take up instrumental lessons, please pop an email to
h.balewski@bb-hs.co.uk and we will try to organise these lessons for you.
Our lockdown learning via teams showed so real brilliance! Year 7 were learning
about the history of music – for many of our students, who up until this point
have been learning music in none musical classrooms, it showed some great
performance skill and potential as we performed Pachelbel’s Canon. Year 8
were learning superhero themes and creating their own themes for their own
superhero. Year 9 have taken an Around the World tour, looking at Samba from
Latin America, Reggae from Jamaica and Gospel from America…next stop is
Ireland – can you guess the genre?
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Music
We are also, as always, looking for unused or unwanted instruments. If anyone has
any instruments that are no longer being used at home and would like to donate
them to our music department, we would love to hear from you! We have
previously been given 2 wonderful pianos, 4 guitars with some guitar accessories
and a drum kit that are available for students to use. Thank you for these
wonderful donations.
Although plans are that lockdown will be lifted over the coming months, we are
looking to do our (hopefully final) Virtual Summer Showcase. All GCSE and A-Level
Musicians are expected to participate, as well as anyone who would usually attend
our ensembles. Music will be sent via email. If you play an instrument and
previously haven’t joined in but would like to be included, please let me know!
Miss H Balewski
Curriculum Leader of Music

Swimming Pool
We are pleased to announce that Blythe Bridge
High School & Sixth Form Swim School will
reopened on Monday 15th March for after-school
lessons. School swimming lessons commenced on
Monday 15th March with year groups kept in
specific ‘bubbles’. Our after school lessons will
commence on Monday 27th April 2021.
We would also like to introduce Miss Moore, who
is our new swimming teacher, covering the
maternity leave of Miss Martin. Miss Moore has
extensive experience of teaching swimming at all
age ranges, having taught at our Swim School
previously.
Parents will be contacted over Easter to confirm
dates and timings of lessons.
Any families who wish to access the swim school
can contact Miss Moore at her email address
h.moore@bb-hs.co.uk
Mr A Jackson
Progress Director for Transition
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Modern Foreign Languages
La Chandaleur – French Pancake Day
This term, one aspect of French culture a number of our students have been
studying is La Chandaleur, the French equivalent of Pancake Day. La Chandaleur is
a French holiday which roughly translates to ‘Candlemas.’ On 2nd February, all
candles in the house are lit and the French celebrate by making crêpes (pancakes).
The tradition is said to be attributed to Pope Gelasius 1st who distributed pancakes
to pilgrims as they arrived in Rome circa 472 AD. It is also said that, symbolically, a
round crêpe looks like the sun and they are eaten as a way of celebrating the days
getting longer and welcoming the spring.
Some of Mrs Cotterill’s students even made some crêpes at home to celebrate! Can
you follow the recipe below to make your own?
Mettez la farine dans un grand bol et cassez quatre œufs. Mélangez avec un fouet.
Ajoutez le lait.
Ajoutez le sel et le beurre fondu.
Mélangez tous les ingrédients.
Chauffez la crêpière avec un peu de beurre.
Versez de la pate dans une crêpière chaude.
Laissez cuire pendant deux minutes.
Retournez la crêpe et laissez cuire pendant encore deux minutes
Bon appétit !
Mrs K Cotterill
Teacher of Modern Foreign Languages
English
Spanish
1.
better than
mejor que
2.
less than
menos que
3.
like, similar to
parecido a
4.
majority
la mayoría
5.
more than
más que
6.
not very / not much poco
7.
quite
bastante
8.
same as
igual que
9.
too (much)
demasiado
12 10. worse than
peor que

French
mieux que
moins que
similaire
la majorité
plus que
pas très
assez
le/la même que
trop
pire que

Modern Foreign Languages
La Semana Santa - Holy Week (Easter) in Spain
As Easter approaches, cities around Spain are preparing for Semana Santa or Holy
Week. The celebration dates back to the 16th Century when the Catholic Church
wanted to portray the passion of the Christ in a way that the public could
understand.
From this point on, the parades during Holy week have consisted of large statues
and floats depicting the crucifixion and resurrection of Jesus. During the parades,
large areas of cities are cordoned off for hours as they make their journey to a
specified Church to be displayed. The participants are dressed in ceremonial robes
and there are often chairs laid out in the streets so families can sit and watch.
Members of religious brotherhoods wear very distinctive conical
hats called capirotes in different colours depending upon the
brotherhood they belong to. Type Semana Santa into YouTube to
see some examples of these awe-inspiring spectacles!
Mr L McConvey
Teacher of Modern Foreign Languages

Vocab Express Champions!
All students in Years 7 to 11 have access to Vocab Express, which contains the
vocabulary needed for Key Stage 3 and GCSE Spanish/French. Students can practise
vocabulary in a variety of ways and earn points.
Any students in Years 7 to 11 must see their teacher if they do not know their login
details for the website.
As it stands, this is the Top 25 on Vocab Express currently. Keep up the great work!
It is excellent to see such high scores!

Mr L McConvey
Teacher of Modern Foreign Languages
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Geography
The Importance of Geography
Why Study Geography at GCSE or A-level?
As the time is fast approaching that Year 9 students as well as GCSE students are
considering their future options, I thought I would share with you a number of
reasons why I feel that geography is one of the most important subjects to study.
The number of students opting for geography at GCSE and A level has more than
doubled since 2011 nationally and many students as students are increasingly
seeing the relevance of geography to them and the lives in which they live. A level
geography has been identified as a ‘facilitating’ subject. These are subjects that
the top Russel Group universities have identified as opening up a wide range of
options for university study.
The positive impact of studying geography
Employment: Five years after graduation, geography graduates have an above
average likelihood of gaining employment.
Geographer employment rates
outperform other disciplines, including politics, physics and history.
Earnings: Geography graduate earnings outperform other subjects, including
technology, biosciences and history. Men 2% more, women 10% more than average
graduate salaries (information taken from Institute for Fiscal Studies)
Learning about real life, relevant issues. One of the biggest issues to affect us all is
climate change and GCSE geography ranks first in a YouGov poll (74%) as the
subject that helps to inform students about climate change.
GIS – geography is a data rich subject and the understanding of GIS (geographical
information systems) is vital for many companies.

Mr A Knight
Curriculum Leader of Geography
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Mathematics
UKMT Maths Competitions
Mathematicians across Year 9, 10 and 11
have been testing their resilience this
term with a selection of UKMT maths
competitions. All students in 9EY1 and
10EY1 maths groups were given the
opportunity to take part in the online
intermediate UKMT individual maths
challenge.
A huge congratulations go to Harrison
Davis-Brookes,
Carmen
Lancaster,
Madison Somers who achieved a Bronze
certificate and Dominic Rose for achieving
best in year. Well done to all who took
part!
Year 11 students who were successful in
achieving awards were Alex Chung and
Kieran Lewis- also securing a place in the
follow on kangaroo round- Tommy Hart
and Holly Patrickson achieving silver. Tobias Rose achieving a bronze certificates.
A special mention to Kieran Lewis who achieved a merit in the Hamilton Olympiad
competition completed at the end of 2020.
All students displayed great strength and commitment to the subject, tackling
some very tricky problems. The mathematics department are very proud of your
achievements.

Mrs A Whitehurst
Curriculum Leader of Mathematics
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Attendance Stars
Congratulations to the following students, who have achieved 100%
attendance for this term!

Theo Abel-White, Meadow Adams-Taylor, Kaynan Barfoot, Jack Bentley,
Daisy Bettany, Holly Bettany, Chloe Brailsford, Grace Bromley, Olivia
Bromley, Rosie Brookes, Liliana Brown, Charlie Bryce, Billy Burrows, Charlie
Callear, Freya Colclough, Kayden Condon, Beatrice Cooke, Esme Cooper,
Tamsin Critchlow, Ethan Dyke, Charley Eaton, Henry Eaton, Seth Emberton,
Emily Evans, Darcy Evanson, Leila Field, Dempsey Finlayson, Hannah
Finney, Oliver Gibson, Marlia Hall, Dylan Hallett, Taiya-Leigh Halls, Jorja
Harper, Will Harris, Taye Hinds, Ethan Hopkins, Kai Horleston, Georgina
Humphreys, Olivia-Grace Inkoom, Daniel Johnson, Ella Johnson, Bluebelle
Kidd-Chadwick, Joe Korba, Maja Lakics, Amber Marvell, Isobel McEvoy, Jack
Pritchard, Ellie Pugh, Sidney Rice, Ella Roberts, Isabelle Robson, Ari
Rowley, Oliver Scrivens, Charlotte Sharpe, Rory Simpson, Ryan Smith,
William Snape, Samuel Spencer, Kristian Steele, Tyler Stevens, Joshua
Swindles, Harry Virgo, Joshua Walker, Callum Watson, Tobie Winning,
Darcie Wright.

Alfie Bow, Ava Henderson, Benjamin Housley, Carter Bromfield-Goodwin,
Charlie Cairns, Che Rowley, Chloe Johnson, Cloie Truelove, Daniella Bott,
Dominic Floyd, Dru Snelson, Emily Clutton, Emily Woolridge, Emma Hewitt,
Evie Hodgkinson, Faith Meek, Florrie Murdoch, George Herdman, George
O'Keeffe, Hannah Farr, Harrison Knight, Harry Baxter, Harry Sharpe, Holly
Cartlidge, Holly Tutar, Isabel Haines, Isabelle Longmore, Jack Vaughan,
Jacob Withers, Jayden Horleston, Joseph Bloor, Katie Salt, Lara Barr, Leo
Miller, Lottie Holden, Loukia Costa, Madison Blackburn, Mckenzie Barker,
Megan Stanier, Micah Heath, Nikoli Lopushanskyy, Oliver Lees-Wall, Owen
Lowndes, Phoebe Sparkes, Phoenix Hopwood, Poppy-Mae Rankin, Reece
Massey, Riley Wood, Ruby Gibbs, Saffron Matthews, Scarlett Jenkins, Sophie
Brindley, Taylor Holdcroft, Will Downing, Zachary Warren.
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Attendance Stars
Macy Abel-White, Arthur Allerton, Georgina Baker, Lamorna Barker, Lara
Bettany, Alannah Biddington, Alexander Bradley, Katie Burn, Kate
Chapman, Macy Chell, Kyle Colclough, Joshua Collins, Jacob Day, Zack
Dean, Elisha Duke, Peter Finney, Millie Gibson, Harry Ginders, Lily
Goodfellow, Elliott Harris, Lucy Hart, Tyler Heath, Ellie Hope, Elaina
Hughes, Mya Kamara, Daniall Leese, Phoebe Meredith, Alarnah Mulcare,
Brooke Nicholson, Corey Owen, Adam Pascoe, Dominic Rose, Dylan Salmon,
Dannie Saxby, Andreas Shaw, Samuel Slater, Troy Smith, Jack Stephenson,
Tom Sullivan, Lexi-Rose Tomlin, Chloe Tunnicliffe, Holly Wainwright, Mason
Walker, Dominic Weatherer.

Heather Anthony, Lily Ashton, Sophie Beech, Macy Bentley, Archie
Brailsford, Ethan Brassington, Jessica Clowes, Madeleine Coates, Tamzin
Colley, Kyle Debnam, Samuel Deeth, Madeline Eaton-Lymer, Courtney Edge,
James Ellams, Thomas Evans, Milly Gething, Abigail Hollins, Jack Hopkins,
Suzi Hopwood, Ruby Jenkins, Katie Johnson, Maddison Johnson, Nathan
Johnson, Cadence Knight, Jenson Lawton, Oliver Lowndes, Sam Marson,
Jake McMinn, Laila Melady, Dylan Morris, Lucy Murray, Emily O'Keeffe,
Codie Palethorpe, Callum Pugh, Grace Reynolds, Jasmine Simpson, Mason
Stride, Kobi Strzala, Tia Walford, Joe Wareham, Ashton Warren.

Aaron Grant, Abigail Collins, Benjamin Walker, Eleanor Johnson, Ellie
Rogers, Emily Alcock, Harvey Amson, Isaac Vanderpuye, Jacob Garlick,
Jacob Morgan, Jamie Holford, Kai Shingler, Kieran Lewis, Lana Shaw, Laura
Awaness, Louis Thys, Luis James, Luis Reason, Max Gibson, Maximilian
Stevenson, Millie Shingler, Rebecca Capewell, Sophie Prince, Sullivan
Davies, Tobias Rose, Tommy Hart.
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Year 11 Transition
Preparation for Sixth Form at Blythe Bridge High School
Since January the sixth form team have been holding interviews to support our
Year 11 students with their sixth form applications and choice of subjects for the
next academic year. It has been a real pleasure to have the opportunity to find out
about all the fantastic activities and successes our students have completed and
achieved this year and I am really looking forward to working with a very
determined and motivated group of young people as they start their sixth form
journey. We will be running additional activities throughout the summer term to
help support preparations for learning post-16. This begins with an introduction to
competitive applications event on the 21st April for students in Year 12 and Year 11
aspiring to go to one of the top universities in the UK. We will look at the
additional activities that students can complete now to support applications to
university in the future as well as sharing success stories and next steps from our
sixth form Higher Achievers Programme. We are excited about launching some
additional opportunities for students including an extra-curricular qualification in
Criminology that will be available to Year 11 and 12 later in the summer term as
well as launching AS/A Level Politics in September 2021 (information about Politics
is available from Mr Biggs or by accessing the sixth form page on FROG).
A sixth form newsletter will be sent out to all Sixth Form and Year 11 students each
week during the summer term with information about current sixth form activities,
subject opportunities and online events to access. Year 11 will be invited to taster
lessons and will be provided with transition activities to complete over the summer
to give additional support in selecting the right combinations of subjects and help
in developing A Level and BTEC skills. We will also hold an induction day with team
building during the summer term.
If you have any questions about applying to the sixth form or making subject
choices please contact sixthform@bb-hs.co.uk
Miss C Alford
Head of Sixth Form/Assistant Headteacher
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Year 7 Art Showcase
Michael Craig Martin Objects Project
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Year 8 Art Showcase
Van Gogh Project
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GCSE Art Showcase
Animals and Nature
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A Level Art Showcase
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Transition
On top of the fantastic news that 251 families had applied for a place in Year 7
for September 2021, 184 students were informed on Monday 1 st March about their
successful application.
Information is currently being transferred from the 18 different Primary schools
allowing 8 mixed ability tutor groups to be arranged and personalised timetables
created, reflecting the student’s ability in core subjects.
Year 6 parents will be contacted during the Summer term to explain
arrangements for September and students will be invited into school to complete
their further transition activities.

Diary Dates
Year 6
Friday 18th June: Welcome packs send to Year 6 parents
Thursday 24th & Friday 25th June: Familiarisation Days (students nominated by
Primaries only)
Monday 28th & Tuesday 29th June: New Intake Days
Monday 28th June: Year 6 Moving into Secondary Education event
Scheduled events on Blythe Bridge High School & Sixth Form site subject to Covid
19 restrictions being lifted.
Year 5
The following transition mornings have been arranged:
Tuesday 23rd March: Springcroft Primary School
Friday 26th March: William Amory Primary School
Tuesday 20th April: St Peters Primary School
Friday 23rd April: Fulford Primary School
Friday 7th May: Forsbrook Primary School
Tuesday 18th May: Meir Heath Academy
Friday 21st May: Meir Heath Academy
Tuesday 22nd June: Year 5 Virtual Maths Puzzle Event
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Transition
Monday 5th - Friday 9th July: Year 5 Open Week. Invitations will be distributed In
the Summer Term.
Under current restrictions, all transitions morning will take place at the respective
Primary schools.
Year 4
Wednesday 16th June: Year 4 Virtual Olympic Event
We fully recognise that the last twelve months have brought many challenges and
we hope to welcome Year 4, 5 & 6 students into the secondary environment as
soon as restrictions are lifted.
Mr A Jackson
Progress Director for Transition

Year 7
It has been a great pleasure welcoming the
Year 7 students back into the classroom and
starting to get to know them. We have been
extremely proud of the students in how they
have adapted to both online learning and
moving back to the classroom. I have been
privileged to start to get to know the Year 7
students over the past couple of weeks and I
have been extremely impressed with number
of students who constantly demonstrate
pride, respect and kindness. I look forward to
continuing to get to know the Year 7 students
and rewarding those students who uphold the
school ethos of pride, respect and kindness.
Miss K Fargher
Head of Year 7
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Charlotte Sharpe
Chloe Bate
Grace Bromley
Beatrice Cooke
William Snape
Millie Brindley
Will Harris
Jack Pritchard
Gracie Gregson
Maja Lakics

583
557
541
541
531
519
519
517
509
503

Year 7
Lockdown Leadership Ladders
Thirty four Year 7 students completed the challenge of fulfilling the ‘lockdown
leadership ladders’ during our time working from home. The activities were
designed to encourage students to support family members during lockdown 3,
whilst demonstrating initiative, engagement and kindness.
Congratulations to the following students:

7HBL: Holly Bettany, Amber Marvell & Sydney Woodcock
7SGF: Archie Garner, Joe Korba, Kaynan Barfoot, Lily Finney
Isobel McEvoy, Jack Pritchard, Ryan Smith & Jack Stoddard
7SAL: Ella Roberts & Georgia-Rose Hill
7AS: Daniel Cartlidge, Ellie Elden, Poppy Emery & Taye Hinds
7LRO: Thomas Robson, Kristian Steele, Alfie Hulme, Callum Watson, Ellie
Walchester, Emily Morgan, Olivia Grace Inkoom, Amaya Anderson Bennett, Demi
Knight, Ella Brindley

7SL: Millie Tyler, Grace Bromley, George Critchlow & Emma Grant
7LN: Charlotte Sharpe & Joshua Swindles

Miss K Fargher
Head of Year 7
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Year 8
Without doubt, this has been a very challenging
time for everyone and I must take this
opportunity to thank parents for their continued
support and dedication to their son/daughter’s
education here at Blythe Bridge High School.
The majority of our Year 8 students have coped
well with both the time spent away from school
and adapting to remote learning, and then the
return to the classroom. I have no doubt that
many have felt anxious about the return, but I
could not be prouder of how they walked through
the school gate on that first Thursday morning.

Will Downing
Lara Barr
Saffron Matthews
Hannah Farr
Samuel Bailey
Chloe Johnson
Harry Sharpe
Evie Hodgkinson
Megan Woodworth
Ava Henderson

521
518
504
501
465
461
449
445
443
436

It is important to keep our school values at the forefront of our student’s
development, and I firmly believe that these are the foundation of
success. We have some incredible young people in Year 8 who show the
pride they have for the school and its wider community. I am proud of our
student ambassadors, Saffron and Henry, and the work they have done our
head boy, Benjamin Walker, and head girl, Ellie Rogers; Will Downing
fighting for a lunchtime games club so that he and others could spent some
time enjoying their normal hobbies, after such a long time away; and the
random acts of kindness that I see every day, both in the canteen and on
the schoolyard, and how the majority of Year 8 students respect their
school and every member of staff in it.
We now have what will be arguably, the longest stretch of continual
schooling for our Year 8 students. It is vital that they all adjust to this
quickly and understand that it is now time for every one of them to engage
and focus on their academic progress. I am proud to be the Head of Year
for Year 8 and I am lucky to have such an incredible group of young people
to work with. However, this cannot blind me from the expectation that
every student maintain the high standards we set as a school and strive for
the success that will only come from determination, resilience and a lot of
hard work.
Mr J Gibbons
Head of Year 8
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Year 9
It has been great having the students back in school
over the last few weeks, and I have been delighted
to see how their hard work in lockdown has carried
on back in their regular face-to-face lessons.
As a year group, the students embody our school
values of pride, respect and kindness with the way
they conduct themselves and support one another.
They truly are a delight to work with!

Elisha Duke
Katie Burn
Ryan Elmore
Elaina Hughes
Connie Dean
Lara Bettany
Annabell Ainsworth
William Garlick
Zack Dean
Jessica Valentine

512
503
502
457
451
438
437
423
418
418

Over the last few weeks Year 9 students in form
time have been focussing on our 'Where in the World'
quiz and 'Race Across the World' competition. For
the 'Where in the World' students are given 5 weekly
clues about a destination around the world and must
find where it is by the next formtime. And in the 'Race Across the World' as a
school we are trying to accumulatively reach the 8500 miles from here to
Singapore. The students are often thrilled to tell us how many miles they have
been doing, and with the Spring weather around the corner I'm hoping to see even
greater mileage from them all! Of course, students are continuing to keep up to
date with the latest news in our Current Affairs Quizzes too!
For Year 9 we move into a crucial time in their studies as we begin to discuss GCSE
Options choices. Students have an assembly about this on 29th March and will have
a Virtual GCSE Options Evening one month later 29th April before then finalising
their choices in the first couple of weeks of May.
I want to reserve special praise for the following too: Logan Cousins and Phoebe
Chadwick on their respective sporting accomplishments and to Dannie and Joshua
Bridgeman for their continued hard work as our Student Ambassadors. Lastly to
Ryan Elmore, Elisha Duke and Katie Burn for earning over 500 achievement points
this year - well done to you all!
Congratulations to the students below too for achieving over 400 achievement
points this year: Elaina Hughes, Connie Dean, Lara Bettany, Annabell Ainsworth,
Jessica Valentine, Gabriel Hammonds, Zack Dean, Jake Gibson, William Garlick,
Dannie Saxby, Chloe Tunnicliffe, Millie Gibson, Elliott Harris and Katie Degg.
Well done Year 9 for all your hard work this term. I wish all students, parents,
guardians, and families a restful Easter holidays.
Mr J Biggs
Head of Year 9
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Year 10
I would like to take this opportunity to thank
students and parents/ carers for your continued
support throughout this academic year. There has
certainly been many challenges that our
youngsters have had to face but the majority of
you have shown great resilience and have worked
tirelessly, whether it is through remote learning
or when back in the classroom.

Sophie Beech
Abigail Clutton

515
465

Tia Walford

452

Cadence Knight

448

Billy McInnes

444

Maddison Johnson 443

Lucy Murray
439
Our core values of pride, respect and kindness
435
have never been as prevalent as it is now. Having Jack Hopkins
432
impeccable uniform and producing work to a high William Mair
standard has been a testament to the pride in Grace Reynolds
421
which you taking in your education and uniform.
Respecting others personal space and ensuring
that you are abiding by the COVID changes in which we have enforced and the
kindness that you have displayed towards others has been a pleasure to see.
As we look towards the next academic year, it has been a pleasure to work
alongside our head boy, Benjamin Walker, and head girl, Ellie Rogers to launch
the 2021-2022 prefect nominations system. Staff at Blythe Bridge High School &
Sixth Form have been busy nominating students who they believe demonstrate
the outstanding qualities and skills of integrity, communication, relationships,
persuasion, adaptability, teamwork and decision making. We will be welcoming
prefect applications from students who have an exemplary behaviour record,
will actively support and engage with our culture and ethos, have excellent
attendance and punctuality and are proud and positive about their academic
and social achievements.
The Year 10 PiXL group have been working incredibly hard on their ‘build up’
project that they are working through. The aim is to build students to success
through the units of build me, motivate me, organise me, support me and guide
me. The objective is to provide students with the tools to have the confidence
and belief that they can succeed in not only their studies now but to set them
up for later life, whilst evaluating their own life by setting goals, being a role
model, keeping active, eating healthily, having a good sleeping pattern and
believing in themselves.
I look forward to sharing the successes of our students in the near future.
Mrs L Cartlidge
Head of Year 10
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Year 11
Year 11 students have made an excellent return
to school and face-to-face learning and I remain
as proud as ever of their resilient and
determined characters. They are currently
working exceptional hard in their lessons to
ensure they consistently demonstrate their
knowledge and understanding.
The senior prefect team have met again this
term to discuss the projects they are working on
and they have met with Mrs Kadri to discuss the
timings of their period 3 lesson too.

Tommy Hart
Ellie Rogers
Kacey Washington

475
458
446

Abigail Collins
Laura Awaness
Maximilian Stevenson
Tobias Rose
Daisy Jones
Lana Shaw
Olga Stachowiak

421
416
413
411
409
407
403

It is with great pleasure that I can also inform
you that we have provisionally booked the Year
11 Prom for July and Year 11 students are incredibly excited about the prospect of
this well-deserved celebratory event. They all demonstrated their determination to
gain the necessary prom point total last week during Bonanza week and students
with the top 25% achievement points gained an additional 50 prom points. This
week they are looking to score even more points by going above and beyond to
showcase the school values of pride, respect and kindness.
Mrs E Avons
Head of Year 11
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Sixth Form
A Level Psychology
What do your dreams really mean?
"Dreams are the royal road to the unconscious" Sigmund Freud.
In February Year 13 psychology students had a virtual guided talk with a
psychoanalyst at the Freud Museum London. The focus of this session was the
interpretation of dreams. The talk was really interesting as it told us why we
dream the things we do and how there is always a hidden meaning behind our
dreams.
Mrs S Bawn
Teacher of Psychology and Sociology

University Pathways Programme
Back in December I wrote about a group of year 12 students who participated in a
virtual enrichment activity, the University Pathways Programme. The programme is
now completed and the students presented their journey back to Mrs Pollitt, Miss
Alford and Mrs Baines over Teams during the remote learning time in January.
We would like to take this opportunity to congratulate
the students in completing the programme, they have
all received a certificate and are all very much looking
forward to pursing applications for higher education.
The next cohort of students have now started the
programme, this will run from March till June, any
students wishing to join should contact me at
l.pollitt@bb-hs.co.uk
Mrs L Pollitt
Curriculum Leader of Business Studies
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Fundraising
Comic Relief 2021
For Comic Relief, the sixth form student
leadership team ran a fun 'Dingbats' style
quiz for all sixth formers and staff. They also
hid cardboard cut out eggs around the sixth
form block which, when found, could be
traded in for a real Easter Egg - first one was
found by Thomas Tinsley in Year 12.
Mrs K Baines
Assistant Head of Sixth Form
Curriculum Leader of Drama

Extra-curricular
Chess Club
Chess Club has had to be moved online this year but that has not stopped a
phenomenal turnout from staff and students. Students originally had access to
ChessKid but we have recently upped the ante to online chess tournaments. All
students are invited to play, regardless of age or ability and so far, we have played
a total of 91 games with over 5000 moves. Each tournament has seen new players
joining but Tom D-W has remained the winner of the tournaments. Exceptional
tactics employed in all games and the school’s ethos of pride, respect and kindness
has been demonstrated in each and every game by all.
I continue to be proud of the chess ability and enthusiasm at Blythe Bridge and I
look forward to seeing more students joining soon. Keep your eyes on your student
email accounts for details of the next tournament. Come along and give it a go!
Mr W Baldwin
Teacher of English and Leader of Chess Club
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Careers
Careers in Geography
All students have had the opportunity to find out about potential future careers
using geography and our geography careers page on FROG will allow them to find
out more. Geography can lead to some very specific career paths or provide many
transferable skills which can be used in the world of work.
Below are a number of former geography students who have gone on to study
geography further than A-level and have moved on to successful careers.
Jon S - Studied Environmental Science at University and now a Regional Manager
covering the Midlands and northwest for a environmental company.
Chloe J - Working in Education. I'm a learning support assistant for young adults
with special educational needs
Aimee B - Studied conservation biology and ecology at Exeter university, worked
for whale and dolphin conservation, RSPB, Shropshire Wildlife Trust and now
a wildlife officer for Staffordshire Wildlife Trust
Kay B - Environmental Science at BSc level, Glaciology at MSc level (that one was
partly down to Mr Knight showing us pictures of and teaching us
about Eyjafjallajokull in Iceland) and now a national environmental manager at a
ceramics manufacturing company.
Lydia B - Geography degree at University of Derby and then went on to be an
outdoor instructor.
Laura C – I went on to do a Geography degree and joined an environmental
consultants. I worked my way up to be a Compliance Manager of a Waste Electrical
Electronic Equipment Compliance Scheme. In a nutshell it was my responsibility to
ensure manufacturers, importers and rebranders of electrical equipment complied
with environmental legislation. There were nearly 500 manufacturers in the
compliance scheme called B2B Compliance. We focused on the business to business
sector but had some members that were business to consumers too. We had a lot of
lighting and sound manufacturers (ie people that made the equipment for
concerts etc) and medical equipment i.e. found in hospitals. I had to liaise with the
regulators and protect our members, provide them advice and interpret the
legislation - relating it to their own individual circumstances to work out who
needed to comply and what they needed to do.
Ellie M – My career isn’t directly linked to geography but the skills you taught me at
GCSE were very useful. I work full time as a commissioning officer for the
Staffordshire police and crime commissioner and have my own business teaching
yoga too!
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Careers
Vicky S – I now work in medical publishing but many of the revision skills we
learned in geography I used throughout my degree. Mind maps still help me revise
for assessments I have at work. I still remember a lot of the geography lessons.
"Geography — where you are born — is the single biggest driver of your lot in life".
Bill Gates 2019
“Geography helps us understand the world. It gives us the science, the data, the
insights to plan for the future... (and) it’s an incredibly exciting subject.” Nick
Crane, BBC Coasts presenter
Mr A Knight
Curriculum Leader of Geography

BEST Week
Blythe Bridge High School & Sixth Form hosted our careers fair this year virtually
over a whole week. Instead of BEST day it became BEST week. We were very
grateful to all universities, collages, apprenticeship providers, companies,
employers and people form the world of work who recorded videos and contributed
to our virtual site. Year 11, 12 and 13 had the opportunity to watch videos, visit
websites and join LIVE talks to help support them in decision making regarding
their future pathways. A number of students also engaged with mock interviews
hosted by Wilmot Dixon. The whole week was a great success and will definitely
give more to think about planning next year's careers fair.

Mr M Goodwin
Assistant Headteacher (Curriculum: Mathematics) & Careers Leader
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Dance
A Level Dance
By the end of this term the A level dance students will have
completed 2 practical assessments their duo performance
and their solo performance. This just leaves their
choreographies and written assessments to complete, we
could not be prouder of their achievements and how hard
they have worked to get these done. It was hard to
coordinate practical over lock down but they really work
hard to to stay on target and complete the practical
components.

GCSE Dance
The Year 11 students continue to amaze us with
their focus and dedication to their GCSE dance
studies. We are so proud of how hard they have
worked to complete their practical units, we know
how challenging it has been for them. We have
their solo choreographies to complete after the
holidays and we know they will out do themselves
again.

National Careers Week
During national careers week we managed to secure two
professional dancers/artists to speak to our students
virtually about a career in the dance industry. Amy Hollins
and Joe Porton spoke with great passion and conviction for
Dance. They discussed the highs the lows and the career
journey they had been on. The students were fully engaged
with both talks which led to a short Q and A at the end. It
had a positive impact on many of the students, changing
options and potential career choices. I cannot thank them
both enough, they were so good we hope to do work with
them again.
Miss E Housley
Curriculum Leader of Dance
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Eco-Garden
As the lockdown is slowly being lifted for us all, our resident hens are also looking
forward to being let out once again, after a tight shielding from the national avian
flu. Just in time for the glorious sunshine forecast! No doubt the emerging bulbs
and spring flowers will also love a burst of rays and much warmer temperatures.
We have welcome back last week the return of our students in the eco-friendship
garden, as part of their alternative curriculum but also as extra curricular
activities. You will now see some of our Year 9 students on a Tuesday and some
Year 7 on a Wednesday after school. As you can see, they have been busy tidying
up the garden after a wet and cold winter and planting new seeds, in readiness for
the spring.
There are certainly plenty of ideas and upcycling projects on how to develop the
garden further in the making and we will keep you updated as they start to work on
them. Some of our eco-warriors have also put a site together on our Frog platform
for your perusal: https://frog.bb-hs.co.uk/ecogarden
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Drama
Puppetry and Inanimate Objects
Year 7 drama lessons took on a different format during
lockdown as students were given the opportunity to
show their creative side whilst learning about some of
the different roles within live theatre. Lighting, set,
costume design and puppetry projects were set with
the students sending in some amazing pictures of their
creations.
Here are some photos from the last session of puppetry
and characters in inanimate objects undertaken by 7Y1.

Year 12 Drama
The Year 12 class have worked very hard back in
school rehearsing their assessment piece for Unit 19
that they were planning on originally doing in
January. 'Fear and Misery in the Third Reich' was
written by Bertolt Brecht and is a series of short
scenes showing different aspects of what it was like
for 'ordinary people' living in Germany in the 1930s fear, paranoia, threats of violence.
Mrs K Baines
Assistant Head of Sixth Form
Curriculum Leader of Drama
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Business Studies
Staffordshire Business School Challenge
Our Year 12 business students worked in small teams during remote learning to
complete the Staffordshire Business School Challenge run by the business school at
Staffordshire University. The brief they have been set is to create a 60-second
advert for a local company. The students had to research local businesses to base
their advert around and then compile information on the target market, celebrity
ambassador, storyboard, video narrative and merchandising. They then put all of
this together in a final presentation which they voiced over, these were all
submitted into the competition.
The competition was entered by 1000 students from 20
schools across the West Midlands and on Wednesday 17th
March the live final of event was streamed on Facebook,
it was then that it was announced that two of our
students had won the challenge. Matthew P and Rhys C
came up with an idea based around pet foods.
We are very proud of the boys and their achievement!
Mrs L Pollitt
Curriculum Leader of Business Studies

Science
Star Gazing on a Global Stage
During the Easter break, students in Year 12 are being offered the opportunity to
participate in a seminar offered through Physics Today and the American Institute
of Physics. The session is aimed at students with an interest in astronomy but will
be beneficial for students completing the BTEC Applied Science course in
preparation for the optional unit 'Astronomy' and for A level Physics students who
will study 'Astrophysics & Cosmology' in Year 13. The speakers are Dr Emma
Chapman who is a fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society, based at Imperial
College London and Charles Day, Physics Today’s editor-in-chief . Before he joined
the magazine, he worked at NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center, where he studied
the million-degree plasma that swirls around neutron stars and black holes.
The first in a series of seminars offered over the next few months to our sixth form
students, this session will discuss the main features of the First Stars and develop
an understanding of how the Era of the First Stars fits into the Universe’s timeline
through their study using radio telescopes.
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STEM Club
Students in Year 7 & 8 have participated in the national BP Ultimate STEM
challenge. Entries were completed as part of lessons and the science department
set up a FROG page to support students with a range of resources. Students
enjoyed the challenge ‘create a design for an area in school to increase
biodiversity.’ so much than many took further time to develop their ideas. There
were hundreds of entries, the shortlisted winners of our internal competition are
Year 7 – Joshua D, Joshua S, Joe K, Amber M, Beatrice C, Daniel C, Lily A, William
E, Archie G, Ellie E, Emma B and Jack S.

Year 8 – Chloe J, Poppy H, Zach W, Nancy W, Chloe G, Jack C, Jessica C, Hannah F,
Isabel H, Henry A, Will D, Reagan G, Owen L, Che R, Katie S and Dom F.
Votes for the winning entry will take place next term and we hope to hear during
the summer term about our entries to the national competition.

Mr C Flavell
Curriculum Leader of Science
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Health & Safety Update
Please remember to keep up-to-date with
school news via the school website, Facebook
and Twitter!

Student Safety Outside School
I would like to remind all students to take
care in our community when travelling to and
from school, remembering road safety in
particular at the train lines on Uttoxeter
Road.
As you are aware, I write to parents on a regular basis regarding the safety of our
students on the railway crossings in Blythe Bridge both on Stallington Road and
Uttoxeter Road.
Please could you also remind your child about the dangers of the train crossings in
the village.
Through assemblies and newsletters we continue to remind students and parents of
the dangers associated with pedestrian and vehicle danger on railway crossings.

Further details can be found at http://networkrail.co.uk/level-crossings/.

School Drop Off…
Could I remind parents not to use the school driveway to park or drop off your
children before or after school. There are notices up to remind all visitors that the
safety of our students is paramount.
The barrier is also in operation for the safety of our students, the exit barrier will
not open if the driver of a vehicle attempts to enter school via the exit.
I am sure you will agree with me that your child’s safety is extremely important.

Health & Medical Update
Would you or your family like to be healthier and happier? Would you like loads of
ideas, recipes and games to help you do this? Then you already know why you
should join Change4Life.
Joining is a brilliant first step to get the most out of Change4Life. Visit their
website @ http://www.nhs.uk/Change4Life/.
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Health & Safety Update
COVID 19 & Lateral Flow Testing at Home
Up to one in three people who have COVID-19 can spread the virus without
knowing. This is because they have no symptoms. To reduce the spread of the
virus, we need to identify those individuals. We can do this in schools by carrying
out tests at home twice every week.
Testing students at home

We understand that each child has individual needs. Many children will adapt to
testing becoming part of their routine, others will find it more challenging. Taking
part in testing is voluntary and all children will be able to attend school whether
they take part or not. We hope that the option to take the test in the morning or
the evening will support families to test at home.
Tests kits will be collected from school, as per the schedule already emailed to
parents/carers. Tests are free of charge. Students will receive a pack of three tests
in a box with a leaflet on how to take the test and report the results.
The result of each test needs to be reported using the NHS Test & Trace self-report
website: https://www.gov.uk/report-covid19-result. Parents/Carers will also need
to inform us if the test result is positive. Please email covid19@bb-hs.co.uk to
report your child’s positive result before 7am.
If a student has a positive test result, they will need to stay home and self-isolate.
If the result of the test is unclear (void) they will need to do another one.
Taking part
Taking part in testing is voluntary and all students will be able to attend school
whether they take part in testing or not.
The Government is strongly encouraging all students to take part in the national
testing programme.

Please contact us via covid19@bb-hs.co.uk if you have any questions or concerns
about home testing.
Mrs W Keeble
Director of Business & Finance
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Health & Safety Update
Diabetes in Schools
We support students in school with diabetes; there is much information available to
parents regarding diabetes @ https://www.diabetes.org.uk, however, I have noted
below the information given to parents who are concerned about schools supporting
their child with diabetes.

Information for Parents
Whether your child is starting school or going back to school after being diagnosed
with diabetes, it’s important to make sure that they get the help and support from
us here in school.
Many parents feel anxious about their child going to school with their diabetes.
Concerns about whether the staff will be able to look after your child the way you
want them to or even just leaving your child with someone else are quite common
and understandable.
Working together with school staff
It does take time to understand diabetes fully, as you’ve learned yourself, but with
help and support from you and your pediatric diabetes team, school staff can
become competent and confident in looking after your child.
The information in this section will provide a guide to what schools need to know
and how you can get that information across to school staff.

What care can I expect for my child at school?
Diabetes UK believes that every child with Type 1 diabetes deserves to have the
same education as their classmates. This means:


No child with Type 1 diabetes should be excluded from any part of the school
curriculum.



Every child with Type 1 diabetes should have access to extracurricular
activities, including overnight stays and trips abroad.



Schools, local authorities and health services should work together to make
sure they meet the needs of children with Type 1 diabetes.



Paediatric diabetes teams should provide training and support to schools, so
school staff have the skills and confidence they need to look after a child
with Type 1 diabetes.
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Health & Safety Update


No parent should be relied on to go into school to treat their child’s
diabetes.



Every child with Type 1 diabetes should be allowed to inject insulin, in public
or private, depending on their wishes.



Every school should have a ‘medical conditions at school’ policy, which is
updated every year.



Every child with Type 1 diabetes should have an individual healthcare plan
(IHCP), which details exactly what their needs are and who will help them.



Parents should provide up-to-date information about their child’s needs and
all the supplies needed to manage diabetes in school.



Not assuming that all children with Type 1 diabetes have the same needs.



All school staff should know what to do in case of emergency and at least
two people should be trained in how to care for a child with Type 1 diabetes.



Planned staff absences should be coordinated so that there is always one
trained person in school.



Schools and parents should agree on a clear method of communication.



Children with Type 1 diabetes should never be left alone when hypo or be
prevented from eating or drinking to prevent or treat a hypo.



Children with Type 1 diabetes should never be prevented from blood testing
or taking insulin and should be able to look after their equipment
themselves.



When children with Type 1 diabetes have exams, specific plans should be
included in that year’s IHCP and agreed between the school, the child and
their parents.



Children with Type 1 diabetes should not be frequently sent home or
penalised for poor attendance when absence is related to their diabetes.



Every child with Type 1 diabetes should be listened to and their views taken.

Mrs W Keeble
Director of Business and Finance
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FROG Learning Platform
FROG - A learning platform available to students, parents and teachers, where you
can access everything from subject resources to support any remote learning,
homework, teachers and tutors’ comments on a weekly basis, attendance scores
from lessons and achievement points.
Let’s not forget the school letters, school links where other sites were created just
for you and, if you need help navigating around the Frog platform, short tutorials
for you to use. All under one learning platform!

Please contact frogsupport@bb-hs.co.uk should you need help with your logins.

Mrs K Cotterill
IC of Learning Technologies
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